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A Beautiful
Tradition
The making of the 2019 West
Virginia Wildlife Calendar.
WRITTEN BY ZACK HAROLD
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A

new year means a fresh start.
Some people join gyms. Some
start diets. Others take up new
hobbies. For the folks at DNR’s
office in Elkins, January 1
means one thing: time to start
working on next year’s West
Virginia Wildlife Calendar.
When the rest of us are hanging up the 2019 edition
of the calendar—it’s on sale now—the agency will
already be asking artists to submit images for 2020.
There’s good reason for that. It’s a long process to decide
who will make the cut.

“We try to mix it up”
Henry Riffe II’s
painting of a
buck will appear
on December
2019 of the West
Virginia Wildlife
Calendar.
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Artwork must meet some basic criteria to be considered
for the calendar. DNR accepts only full-color paintings,
and the images must feature native West Virginia
animals. That doesn’t whittle down entries too much—
the agency received around 250 entries for the 2018
calendar, and around 275 images for 2019.
Elizabeth Shrader and Jessica Swecker compile all
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the entries into a PowerPoint presentation, then fellow
staffers at DNR’s Elkins office get to vote on their
favorites. This round of voting narrows the field to about
30 pieces. The agency then asks artists to submit the
original versions of the finalists for a second round of
voting.
This is where decisions get difficult. It’s not enough
for the paintings to be good—the final 12 images also
must reflect all four seasons and strike a good balance of
game and nongame species. “You don’t want all deer or all
birds,” Shrader says. Voters also consider which animals
were included in previous calendars. “We try to mix it up
so it’s not the same pictures every year,” she says.
Artists receive a $200 prize for each painting that’s
selected for the calendar. The artist whose image is
picked for the cover gets an additional $500. But for
many of the artists, just being picked is a reward unto
itself. “We’ll send them a letter letting them know
they’ve been chosen—and they’ll call in, they’re so
excited,” Shrader says. “It’s a really big honor. They hang
in homes and businesses all over West Virginia, but
we’ve sold calendars in California, Hawaii, Canada.”
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Mister February

Accomplished wildlife artist Randy Muir
will have two of his paintings featured in
the 2019 calendar. His painting of a bald
eagle will appear on August’s spread,
while his fox painting will appear in
February as well as on the cover.

The 2019 calendar will feature paintings of a red
squirrel, a black bear, a buck deer, and several
birds including finches, an eagle, and a turkey.
But the image that earned this year’s cover is a
red fox crawling through a hollow log.
It’s the work of Randy Muir, an artist who
is no stranger to the wildlife calendar’s pages.
He got his first image in the calendar 20 years
ago after a coworker at the Allegany Ballistics
Laboratory in Mineral County showed him
a notice in Wonderful West Virginia soliciting
artwork. Muir submitted a painting of a
buck lying in the snow, which made the final
cut for the 1999 calendar. He has since had
19 paintings featured, and six of those have
graced the cover.
Although he has no formal training,
Muir has been an artist all his life. He spent
nearly 30 years hand-painting billboards. “I
don’t know why everyone can’t do it. I look

at something and I can transfer it to canvas
or paper. I see the scale and everything. I see
symmetrical shapes.”
Muir began concentrating on wildlife in
the early 1990s, starting with a painting of
a squirrel. He now does about four wildlife
paintings a year, each of which takes about 100
hours to complete, although he has spent up to
500 hours on a piece.
He draws inspiration from his collection
of wildlife photos he purchases from
photographers around the world. The red
fox in his cover painting came from a photo
by Jack Frank, a photographer from State
College, Pennsylvania. Muir begins a painting
by laying down a base color, blocking in the
animal’s silhouette. He then builds in details,
layer after layer, ending up with a liner brush
for fine details. The key to a realistic painting,
he has found, is the lay of the hair on the
animal’s face and body. The strands have to
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Bald eagle by Randy Muir, black bear by Misty Murray, fairy diddle by Shelby Oreolt, green heron by David Kiehm,

barred owl by Carli Ratliff
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flow in the correct
directions. “You
have to paint in that
direction to get it to
look right,” he says.
The rest of the fox
painting—the snowdusted ground and the
fallen, hollowed-out
log—is all Muir. “I
like to make my own
backgrounds and
foregrounds.” He says
snow is easier to paint
than grass, but it takes
a careful attention
detail to make the scene look right. Snow isn’t just
white. There are shades of gray, blue, green, and
purple. “You’ve got to make it look cold,” he says.
Muir enjoys the West Virginia Wildlife Calendar
so much that he’s been known to give it to relatives
as a holiday gift. It’s also good for his business. More
than once, people have seen the calendars, called him
up, and bought the original paintings.

A Long Tradition

This year’s calendar will mark the 33rd edition.
That’s a long history, long enough to become a
tradition in many families. “People call in all the
time to say, ‘My grandmother used to buy us this
calendar when we were kids, and now we buy it for
our kids,’” says Swecker at DNR.
The calendars offer far more than just pretty
pictures, though. The pages also feature fun facts
about West Virginia wildlife, feature articles on
wildlife, and a calendar of events with happenings at
state parks. “Things you can get out and do to keep
you outside and keep you moving,” Shrader says.
Proceeds from calendar sales are used for DNR’s
Wildlife Resources Section projects, including
the West Virginia Master Naturalist Program and
other educational programs.
To order, call 304.637.0245 or email
jessica.n.swecker@wv.gov. For a list of retailers
selling the calendar, visit www.wvdnr.gov/
Wildlife/WildlifeCalendar_Retailers.shtm. w
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